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Abstract

Research on succinct data structures (data structures occupying space close to the
information-theoretical lower bound, but achieving speed similar to their standard coun-
terparts) has steadily increased in the last few years. However, many theoretical con-
structions providing asymptotically optimal bounds are unusable in practice because of
the very large constants involved. The study of practical implementations of the basic
building blocks of such data structures is thus fundamental to obtain practical applica-
tions. In this paper we argue that 64-bit and wider architectures are particularly suited
to very efficient implementations of rank (counting the number of ones up to a given po-
sition) and select (finding the position of the i-th bit set), two essential building blocks
of all succinct data structures. Contrarily to typical 32-bit approaches, involving pre-
computed tables, we use pervasively broadword (a.k.a. SWAR—“SIMD in A Register”)
programming, which compensates the constant burden associated to succinct structures
by solving problems in parallel in a register. We provide an implementation named
rank9 that addresses 264 bits, consumes less space and is significantly faster then cur-
rent state-of-the-art 32-bit implementations, and a companion select9 structure that
selects in nearly constant time using only access to aligned data. For sparsely populated
arrays, we provide a simple broadword implementation of the Elias–Fano representa-
tion of monotone sequences. In doing so, we develop broadword algorithms to perform
selection in a word or in a sequence of words that are of independent interest.

1 Introduction
A succinct data structure (e.g., a succinct tree) provides the same (or a subset of the)
operations of its standard counterpart, but occupies space that is asymptotically near to the
information-theoretical lower bound. A classical example is the .2nC 1/-bit representation
of a binary tree with n internal nodes proposed by Jacobson [Jac89]. Recent years have
witnessed a growing interest in succinct data structures, mainly because of the explosive
growth of information in various types of text indexes (e.g., large XML trees).

In this paper we discuss practical implementations of two basic building blocks—rank and
select. Given an array B of n bits, we are interesting in ranking the i -th position (computing
the number of ones up to that position) and selecting the i -th bit set to one.

It is known that with an auxiliary data structure occupying o.n/ bits it is possible to
answer both rank and select queries in constant time (see, e.g., [Gol06] and references therein
for an up-to-date overview). A complementary approach discards the bit vector altogether,
and stores explicitly the positions of all ones in a fully indexable dictionary, which represents
a set of integers making it possible to access the k-th element of the set in increasing order,
and to compute the number of elements of the set smaller than a given integer. These two
operations correspond to selection and ranking over the original bit vector: by using succinct
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dictionaries, it is possible to reduce significantly the space occupancy with respect to an
explicit bit vector in the sparse case.

We start from concerns similar to those of González, Grabowski, Mäkinen and Navarro [GGMN05]:
it is unclear whether these solutions are usable in practice. The asymptotic notation is of-
ten hiding constants so large that before the asymptotic advantage actually kicks in, the
data structure is too large. In this case, it is rather fair to say that the result is interesting
mathematically, but has little value as a data structure.

This problem is made even worse by the fact that succinct data structure are exactly
designed for very large data sets, which are useless if the access to the data is slow. For
instance, the authors of [GGMN05] argue that word-aligned, O.n/ solutions are extremely
more efficient than the optimal counterparts, and that for perfectly reasonable data sizes
they actually occupy less space. To solve locally (wordwise) rank and select the author use
population counting techniques—precomputed tables containing, say, the number of bits set
to one in each possible byte.

In this paper we depart from this approach, arguing that on modern 64-bit architecture a
much more efficient approach uses broadword programming. The term “broadword” has been
introduced by Don Knuth in the fascicle on bitwise manipulation techniques of the fourth
volume of The Art of Computer Programming [Knu07]. Broadword programming uses large
(say, more than 64-bit wide) registers as small parallel computers, processing several pieces
of information at a time. An alternative, more traditional name for similar techniques is
SWAR (“SIMD Within A Register”), a term coined by Fisher and Dietz [FD99]. One of
the first techniques for manipulating several bytes in parallel were actually proposed by
Lamport [Lam75].

For instance, a broadword algorithm for sideways addition (counting the number of ones
in a register—of course, part of computing ranks) was presented in the second edition of the
textbook “Preparation of Programs for an Electronic Digital Computer”, by Wilkes, Wheeler,
and Gill, in 1957. One of the contributions of this paper is a broadword counterpart to select
bits in a word.

The main advantage of broadword programming is that we gain more speed as word width
increases, with almost no effort, because we can process more data in parallel. Note that, in
fact, broadword programming can even be used to obtain better asymptotic results: it was a
basic ingredient for the success of fusion trees in breaking the information-theoretical lower
bound for integer sorting [FW93].

Using broadword programming, we are able to fulfil at the same time the following ap-
parently contradictory goals:

� address 264 bits1

� use less space;

� obtain faster implementations.

A second concern we share with the authors of [GGMN05] is that of minimising cache
misses, as memory access and addressing is the major real bottleneck in the implementation
of rank/select queries on large-size arrays. To that purpose, we interleave data from different
tables so that usually a single cache miss is sufficient to find all information related to a
portion of the bit array (we wish to thank one of the anonymous referees for pointing out
that the idea already appeared in [GRRR06]).

We are also very careful of avoiding tests whenever possible. Branching is a very expensive
operation that disrupts speculative execution, and should be avoided when possible. All the
broadword algorithms we discuss contain no test and no branching.

1All published practical implementations we are aware of address 232 bits; this is a serious limitation, in
particular for compressed structures.
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We concentrate on 64-bit and wider architecture, but we cast all our algorithms in a 64-bit
framework to avoid excessive notation: the modification for wider registers are trivial. We
have in mind modern processors (in particular, the very common Opteron processor) in which
multiplications are extremely fast (actually, because the clock is slowed down in favour of
multicores), so we try to use them sparingly, but we allow them as constant-time operations.
While this assumption is debatable on a theoretical ground, it is certainly justified in practice,
as experiments show that on the Opteron replacing multiplications by shifts and additions,
even in very small number, is not competitive.

The C++/Java code implementing all data structures in this paper is available under the
terms of the GNU Lesser General Public License at http://sux.di.unimi.it/.

2 Notation
Consider an array b of n bits numbered from 0. We write bi for the bit of index i , and define

rankb.p/ D
X

0�i<p

bi 0 � p � n;

that is, as the number of ones up to position p, excluded, and

selectb.r/ D maxfp < n j rankb.p/ � r g; 0 � r < rankb.n/;

that is, as the position of the one of index r , where ones are numbered starting from 0. When
b is clear from the context, we shall omit it.

Note that in the literature there is some variation in the choice of indexing (starting from
one or zero) and in the exact definition of these two primitives (including or not the one at
position p in rank.p/).

To be true, we couldn’t find the 0-based definitions given above in the literature, but they
are extremely natural for several reasons:

� As it always happen with modular arithmetic, starting with 0 avoids falling into “off-
by-one hells”. This consideration is of course irrelevant for a theoretical paper, but we
are in a different mindset.

� In this way, rank.p/ can be interpreted as rankŒ0 : : p/—counting the ones in the
semiopen interval Œ0 : : p/. Counting from zero and semiopen intervals are extremely
natural in programming (actually, Dijkstra felt the need to write a note on the sub-
ject [Dij82]).

� We can define easily, and without off-by-ones, operators such as countbŒp : : q/ D

rank.q/ � rank.p/.

In any case, it is trivial to compute other variations of rank and select by suitably offseting
the arguments and the results.

We use a nb to denote integer division of a by b,� and� to denote right and left (zero-
filled) shifting, &, j and ˚ to denote bit-by-bit not, and, or, and xor; x denotes the bit-by-bit
complement of x. We pervasively use precedence to avoid excessive parentheses, and we use
the same precedence conventions of the C programming language: arithmetic operators come
first, ordered in the standard way, followed by shifts, followed by logical operators; ˚ sits
between j and &.

We use Lk to denote the constant whose ones are in position 0, k, 2k, . . . that is, the
constant with the lowest bit of each k-bit subword set (e.g, L8 D 0x01010101010101010101).
This constant is very useful both to spread values (e.g., 12 � L8 D 0x1212121212121212)
and to sum them up, as it generates cumulative sums of k-bit subwords if the values con-
tained in each k-bit subword, when added, do not exceed k bits. (e.g., 0x030702 � L8 D
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0x30A0C0C0C0C0C0C0902—look carefully at the three rightmost bytes). We use Hk to
denote Lk� k � 1, that is, the constant with the highest bit of each k-bit subword set (e.g,
H8 D 0x8080808080808080).

Our model is a RAM machine with d -bit words that performs logic operations, additions,
subtractions and multiplications in unit time using 2-complement arithmetic. We note that
albeit multiplication can be proven to require O.log d/ basic operations, modern processors
have very fast multiplication (close to one cycle), so designing broadword algorithms without
multiplications turns out to generate slower code.

3 rank9

We now introduce the layout of our data structure for ranking, which follows a traditional
two-level approach but uses broadword sideways addition (Algorithm 1) for counting inside
a word and interleaving to reduce cache misses. We assume the bit array b is represented as
an array of words of 64 bits. The bit of position p is located in the word of index p n 64 at
position p mod 64, and we number bits inside each word in little-endian style.

To each subsequence of eight words starting at bit position p, called a basic block, we
associate two words:

� the first word (first-level count) contains rank.p/;

� the second contains the seven 9-bit values (second-level counts) rank.pC64k/�rank.p/,
for 1 � k � 7, each shifted left by 9.k � 1/ bits.

First and second level counts are stored in interleaved form—each first-level count is followed
by its second-level counts. When we have to rank a position p living in the word w D p n 64,
we have just to sum the first-level count of the sequence starting at w n 8, possibly a second-
level count (if w mod 8 ¤ 0) and finally invoke sideways addition on the word containing
p, suitably masked. Note that this apparently involves a test, but we can get around the
problem as follow:

s� .t C .t � 60& 8// � 9& 0x1FF;

where s is the second-level count and t D w mod 8 � 1. When w mod 8 D 0, the expression
t� 60& 8 has value 8, which implies that s is shifted by 63, obtaining zero (we are not using
the most significant bit of s).

We call the resulting structure rank9 (the name, of course, is inspired by the fact that
it stores 9-bit second-level counts). It requires just 25% additional space, and ranks are
evaluated with at most two cache misses, as when the first-level count is loaded by the L1
cache, the second-level count is, too. No tests or precomputed tables are involved.2

The only dependence on the word length d is in the first cumulative phase of sideways
addition. We need to cumulate at least b bits, where b is a power of two enough large to
express d , that is, b D dlog de. Thus, this phase requires O.log log d/ step. However, since
Algorithm 1, with suitable constants, works up to d D 256, it can be considered constant
time to all practical purposes (as we will never have 2256 bits).

4 Interlude: k-bit comparisons
Given x and y, consider them as sequences of 64nk (un)signed k-bit values. We would like to
operate on them so that, in the end, each k-bit block contains 1 in the leftmost position iff the
corresponding pair of k-bit values is ordered. At that point, it is easy to count how many ones

2Of course, if more than 64 bits per word are available, more savings are possible: for instance, for 128-bit
processors rank16, which uses 16-bit second-level counts, requires just 12:6% additional space.
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Algorithm 1 The classical broadword algorithm for computing the sideways addition of x
in O.log log d/ steps. The first step leaves in each pair of bits the number of ones originally
contained in that pair. The following steps gather partial summations and, finally, the
multiplication sums up them all.

0 x D x � ..x & 0xAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/� 1/

1 x D .x & 0x3333333333333333/C ..x� 2/& 0x3333333333333333/
2 x D .x C .x� 4//& 0x0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F
3 x � L8� 56

are present using a multiplication. Knuth describes a broadword expression to this purpose,
using the properties of the median (a.k.a. majority) ternary operator [Knu07]. Here, to make
the paper self-contained we provide an elementary independent construction which uses the
same number of operators, but has the (small) advantage that no subexpression appears
twice except for positive literals. This makes our formulation ideal for macro expansion in
C.

We recall the expression for computing in parallel the differences modulo 2k of each k-bit
subword:

..x jHk/ � .y &Hk//˚ ..x ˚ y/&Hk/:

If all k-bit subwords contain values smaller than 2k�1, the most significant bit of each subword
will be set to one iff the corresponding subwords of x and y are strictly ordered. After anding
with Hk and some simple manipulation we have:�
..x jHk/ � .y &Hk//˚ ..x ˚ y/&Hk/

�
&Hk

D ..x jHk/ � .y &Hk/&Hk/˚ ..x ˚ y/&Hk/

D
�
..x jHk/ � .y &Hk//˚ x ˚ y

�
&Hk ;

so we define
x <k y WD

�
..x jHk/ � .y &Hk//˚ x ˚ y

�
&Hk :

It is immediate to check that x <k y does work if either x; y < 2k�1 or x; y � 2k�1. Thus,
we are just left to fix manually the remaining cases: if x < 2k�1 and y � 2k�1, however, we
already known the result, so oring the value ..x&Hk/& .y&Hk//&Hk D x&y&Hk would
fix that case; analogously, anding it with ..x &Hk/& .y &Hk//&Hk D .x j y/&Hk would
fix the dual case. Since in the end the bits in Hk are all that matters, we are interested in
computing

.x <k y/& .x j y/&Hk j .x & y &Hk/

D

��
..x jHk/ � .y &Hk//˚ x ˚ y

�
& .x j y/ j .x & y/

�
&Hk

D

��
..x jHk/ � .y &Hk//& .x j y/

�
˚ x ˚ y j .x & y/

�
&Hk ;

where the last passage follows by distributing & over ˚ and reducing the resulting terms. To
reduce further, we use De Morgan to turn j into &; so since .x j y/& .x j y/ D x ˚ y we have��

..x jHk/ � .y &Hk//& .x j y/
�
˚ x ˚ y

�
& .x j y/&Hk

D

��
..x jHk/ � .y &Hk//& x ˚ y

�
˚ ..x ˚ y/& .x j y//&Hk

D

��
..x jHk/ � .y &Hk// j x ˚ y

�
˚ x & y

�
&Hk :
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We now notice that if we replace & with j in the term x & y, we flip the value of the term
exactly when x D y. However, in that case the value of the remaining part is just depending
on ..x jHk/ � .y &Hk//, so we can compensate the flip by removing the outermost negation
(when x ¤ y this removal has no effect). We thus define

x <u
k y WD

��
..x jHk/ � .y &Hk// j x ˚ y

�
˚ .x j y/

�
&Hk :

This eight-operator formula has the nice property that no subexpression (except for positive
literals and constants) appears twice, so it can be used for macro expansion without caching
intermediate values. Exhaustive search shows that, given x, y and .x jHk/ � .y &Hk/, this
eight-operator formula is the shortest possible. If we need �u

k
, we just interchange the rôles

of x and y and complement the result:

x �u
k y WD

��
..y jHk/ � .x &Hk// j y ˚ x

�
˚ .y j x/

�
&Hk

D

��
..y jHk/ � .x &Hk// j x ˚ y

�
˚ .x & y/

�
&Hk :

Analogously,

x �k y WD
�
..y jHk/ � .x &Hk//˚ y ˚ x

�
&Hk

D
�
..y jHk/ � .x &Hk//˚ x ˚ y

�
&Hk :

In the particular case x D 0 (i.e., we want to know which k-bit blocks contain nonzero
data), x >u

k
0 simplifies considerably, getting to a four-operator formula (analogously to

what happens in [Knu07]), that we obtain easily as a by-product; actually, is much easier to
simplify x �u

k
Lk :

x >u
k 0 D x �

u
k Lk D

��
..x jHk/ � .Lk &Hk// j Lk ˚ x

�
˚ .Lk & x/

�
&Hk

D

��
..x jHk/ � Lk/ j Lk ˚ x

�
˚ .Lk & x/

�
&Hk

D

��
..x jHk/ � Lk/ j x

��
&Hk :

5 select9

We would like to build upon rank9 selection capabilities. To this purpose, we work back-
wards, starting from selection in a word, moving to selection in a sequence of words, and
finally getting to selection over the bit array. In rank9 we conceded a shift-based access to
non-aligned subwords, but in the case of select several accesses are needed (even in the opti-
mal, non-aligned data structures), so we will limit ourselves to access only correctly aligned
subwords of size d=2i (except, of course, for rank9 access).

The starting consideration for our select-in-a-word broadword algorithm is the observation
that at the end of Algorithm 1 we use just the most significant byte of a multiplication
that provides much more information—namely, the cumulative sums of the number of ones
contained in each byte. If we compare each of these numbers with the desired index r , we
can easily locate the byte containing the r-th one. With a typical broadword approach, we
then solve the problem in the relevant byte in a similar manner.

We are now ready to introduce Algorithm 2. In the first lines we follow exactly Al-
gorithm 1, building the bytewise cumulative sums s. Then, we compare in parallel each
cumulative sum with r : the number of positive results is exactly the index of the byte con-
taining the bit of rank r , so we extract it in b already multiplied by eight. To obtain the
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bytewise rank `, we subtract from r the value found in the byte starting at bit b�8 (if b D 0,
` D r).

We now compute a word z that contains eight copies of the byte starting at position
b (the one containing the bit of rank r); however, from the j -th copy we just keep bit j .
We now compare each byte in parallel with zero, which make it possible to compute, with
a multiplication by L8, the rank of each bit. We compare the cumulative sums with eight
copies of `; again, the number of positive results is the index of the `-th one, which we return,
summed with b.

We note that, similarly to sideways addition, we need to compute the number of ones in
subwords of size dlog de. Now, however, we have another constraint: dlog de copies of each
sum must fit into a word, that is, dlog de2 � d . This constraint cannot be satisfied with d a
power of two unless d � 64.

Again, Algorithm 2 requiresO.log log d/ operations in the initial phase, and up to d D 256
the only modifications required are suitable changes to the constants. Moreover, the constant
operations significantly outnumber those of the initial phase. Finally, the algorithm contain
several multiplications by L8: they can be replaced by less than log d shifts and adds, as the
number of ones in L8 is very low.

Algorithm 2 Computes the index of the r-th one in x (r < 22dlog log de). If no such bit exists,
computes 72.

0 s D x � ..x & 0xAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA/� 1/

1 s D .s & 0x3333333333333333/C ..s� 2/& 0x3333333333333333/
2 s D ..s C .s� 4//& 0x0F0F0F0F0F0F0F0F/ � L8

3 b D ..s �8 r � L8/� 7/ � L8� 53& 7

4 ` D r � ...s� 8/� b/& 0xFF/
5 s D ...x� b & 0xFF/ � L8 & 0x8040201008040201 >8 0/� 7/ � L8

6 b C ...s �8 ` � L8/� 7/ � L8� 56/

We now approach the problem of constant-time selection inside a block of rank9. The
idea, by now familiar to the reader, is to locate the right word using parallel comparisons.
More precisely, if s contains the subcount word and we have to locate the bit of rank r we
can just compute

o D ..s �u
9 r � L9/� 8/ � L9� 54& 7

to know the offset in the block of the word containing the bit, and

r � .s� .o � 1& 7/ � 9& 0x1FF/

to know the rank inside the word. Note that o � 1& 7 is 63 when o D 0, which implies that
no correction is performed if the bit belongs to the first word in the block.

Binary-search selection. At this point, we could follow the steps of [GGMN05] and just
perform a binary search over blocks, followed by the broadword block search we just described.
Moreover, we could add a simple, one-level inventory that would help locating more quickly
the region in which perform a binary search: we call this approach a hinted bsearch. In the
experimental part, however, we will see that while (hinted) binary searches have excellent
performances on evenly distributed arrays, they give worst results on uneven distributions.

Selecting in d
p
d words. In general, the approach we described provides selection in

p
d

words. We are now going to use the broadword approach to provide selection in practical
constant time inside d

p
d words.
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The idea is very simple: since by broadword comparison we can quickly locate, in a list
of increasing integers, the first integer larger than a given integer x, given a sequence of

p
d

basic blocks, that we shall call an intermediate block, we can list the
p
d first-level count of

each block and perform selection by first locating the correct basic block, and then operating
as we previously described. Note that since we need just to store the difference of each first-
level count from the first one, we need very few bits (2 log d ), so a constant number of words
will suffice. In our main example, we use two words to store eight 16-bit values containing
the first-level counts.

To get to d
p
d words (512, in our example) we repeat again the same trick, but now

we consider a sequence of
p
d intermediate blocks, called an upper block, and record thep

d first-level counts of the first basic block of each intermediate block. Using the parallel
comparison operator as we did in the first part of this section, and using suitable constants
(e.g., L16) we can find in constant time the intermediate block and, again in constant time,
the basic block containing the bit we are interested in.

We note that the cost of recording this information is very low: when d D 64 we need 16
bits for each basic block, which contains 512 bits.

Selecting over the whole bit array. Our interest in selecting over d
p
d words stems from

the fact that, by keeping track of the position of one each d
p
d bits in a primary inventory

space and allocating with care some secondary inventory, we can reduce in constant time our
problem to selection in d

p
d words.

More precisely, we record the position of each d
p
d -th bit. In our example, in the worst

case (density close to 1) this information requires 12:5% additional space. Then, we allocate
one word each ˛ words for a secondary inventory. Consider two bits that appear consecutively
in the primary inventory (in particular, their indices differ by d

p
d ), and let p and q be their

positions. For the d
p
d bits inbetween we have at our disposal

qn.˛d/ � pn.˛d/

words. If this number is at least d
p
d , we can record the position of each bit. Otherwise, we

can describe the position of each bit in this range using

log.˛d2
p
d/ D log ˛ C

5

2
log d

bits, so as long as

log.˛d2
p
d/ D log ˛ C

5

2
log d �

d

2

we can still describe the position of each bit using the upper and lower half of each word
(note that, as we discussed, we are purposely avoiding to manipulate non-aligned subwords).
The process can continue if there is enough space to describe the position of all d

p
d bits:

depending on ˛, more or less subword sizes can be used.
For the case d D 64, ˛ D 4 is a particularly good value because it generates an equality

in the inequality

log aC
5

2
log d � 1 �

d

4
;

which means that we can get to the point where we are recording the positions of all d
p
d D

512 bits using 128 words of secondary storage. Since these 128 words correspond to 512 D
d
p
d words in our bit array, below this size we can use the broadword techniques described

in the previous paragraph.
All in all, select9 uses an underlying rank9 structure, plus additional data occupying at

most 37:5% of the original bit array. To rank a bit r , we first compute the positions p and
q of the bit r 0 D r � .r mod d

p
d/ and of the bit r 0 C d

p
d , respectively, using the primary

inventory. Then, we compute the span associated to r 0

s D .qnd/n˛ � .pnd/n˛;
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which represent the number of words from the secondary inventory we can use for the d
p
d

bits after r 0. Finally, to locate the position of the bit of position r , we proceed as follows:

1. if s < 2, the bit can be located inside the basic block to which r 0 belongs;

2. if s < 16, the bit can be located using a two-word index collecting the first-level counts
of an intermediate block;

3. if s < 128, the bit can be located using an eighteen-word two-level index collecting
the first-level counts of an upper block, organised as we described above; note that by
storing the two indices consecutively, we effectively interleave the data, generating a
single cache miss for both reads;

4. if s < 256, we store explicitly the offset of each bit from r 0 (whose rank is known by
first-level counting) in 16 bits;

5. if s < 512, we store explicitly the offset of each bit in 32 bits;

6. otherwise, we have enough space to store explicitly all bit positions.

It is easy to check that the choice ˛ D 4 makes it possible to store any of the alternative
information required by the data structure.

In the worst case, select9 will generate four cache misses: one to access the primary
inventory, one to access the secondary inventory, one to locate the correct basic block, and
one to select inside a basic block. The only test required when performing selection is
comparing the value of s with the constants above.3

6 simple

The idea of broadword selection can be easily extended to a bit search algorithm that quickly
locates a bit in a bit array. Assuming we want to locate the bit of rank r in a sequence of
words, we simply have to load the first word into x and loop around the first three lines of
Algorithm 2: if r < s� 56, we exit the loop and proceed as usual. Otherwise, we load x
with the content of the next word, decrease r by s� 56 and iterate again.

Armed with this tool, we implement simple, an almost naive but surprisingly efficient
select structure that does not depend on rank9. The structure is a two-level inventory similar
to the darray dense select structure described in [OS07], but it has been suitably modified
to have reduced access time an halved space occupancy in spite of 64-bit addressing.

We keep an inventory of ones at position multiples of dLm=ne, where L is a constant
limiting the size of the inventory (L D 8192 in our implementation). For each bit in the
inventory, we allocate a number of words (again, upper bounded by a constant M ) depending
on the density. Inside, we record a 16-bit subinventory (if 16 bits are not enough, we use the
space to point at a spill buffer where we record each bit position individually). We use the
inventory and the subinventory to locate a position that is near the bit we intend to select,
and then we perform a linear broadword bit search. The experimental results about this
algorithm show that, in fact, it is the fastest, even in the presence of uneven bit distribution.
It also has the advantage of providing just selection with a very limited space usage.

The memory occupancy depend mainly by the bound M . Due to the speed of broadword
bit search, we have been able to halve it with respect to the value used in [OS07], without a
noticeable effect on performance. As a result, we have almost halved the space occupancy.

3We remark that we claimed in the introduction that our broadword algorithms contain no branching;
but there is no contradiction, as this part of select9 is not broadword.
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7 Elias–Fano representation of monotone sequences
For sparse arrays, we provide a 64-bit implementation of the Elias–Fano representation of
monotone sequences [Eli74, Fan71], which is one of the earliest examples of a fully indexable
dictionary. We briefly recall the main idea, translated into the bit array scenario: we record
all bits positions, but while the lower ` D blog.n=m/c bits are recorded explicitly, the u D
dlog ne � blog.n=m/c upper bits are recorded in an array U of mC u n 2` bits as follows: if
the value of the upper u bits of the position of the i -th one is k, we set the bit in position
i C k. It is easy to recover the original value by selecting the i-th bit in U and subtracting i .
The space occupancy is bounded by 2mC m log.n=m/ bits [Eli74], which is almost optimal
as specifying a set of m elements out of n requires � m log.n=m/ bits when m� n.4

The only component we can improve is actually selection in U , which however is a very
well-behaved dense array, so we use a version of simple that is wired to density 1=2.

8 Experiments
We performed a number of experiments on a Linux-based system sporting a 64-bit Opteron
processor running at 2814:501MHz with 1MiB of first-level cache. The tests show that on
64-bit architectures broadword programming provides significant performance improvements.
We compiled using gcc 4.1.2 and options -O9.

The experimental setting for benchmarking operations that require few nanoseconds must
be set up carefully. We generate random bit arrays and store a million test positions. Dur-
ing the tests, the positions are read with a linear scan, producing a minimal interference;
generating random positions during the tests causes instead a significant perturbation of the
results, mainly due to the slowness of the modulo operator. The tests are repeated ten times
and averaged. We measure user time using the system function getrusage().

We provide results for dense (50%) and sparse (1%) arrays of different sizes5. In the
first case, however, we take care of experimenting over a highly uneven bit array (almost
empty in the first half, almost full in the second half). Test positions are generated so to
fall approximately half of the time in the dense part, and half of the time in the sparse part.
The results obtained using this method highlight serious limitations of some approaches (e.g.,
binary search) which are not evident in experiments involving uniform bit arrays. Our results
suggest that practical implementations of rank/select queries should be always tested against
uneven bit arrays (and possibly even more adversarial settings).

We chose to compare our structures against practical ones: the code for the BitRankF
structure proposed in [GGMN05] was provided by the authors. The authors of [OS07] pro-
vided code for their implementation of the Elias–Fano6 representation (darray7 and sarray),
and for the byte-oriented select structure described by Kim et al. in [KNKP05].8 All these
structures exploit byte or word alignment to increase speed, as previous experiments have
made clear [GGMN05] that non-aligned structures are extremely slow. Nonetheless, to let
the reader have a feeling about what happens using o.n/-space constant-time structures we

4Actually, we are somewhat wasting space, as the Elias–Fano representation can code sequences with du-
plicates, and in that case the lower bound is � m log eCm log.n=m/. As already suggested by Elias [Eli72],
it is easy to map bijectively a strictly increasing sequence of m elements upper bounded by n into a nonde-
creasing sequence of m elements upper bounded by n�m and apply the representation to the latter sequence,
but that would make ranking more difficult.

5Note that we use the NIST-endorsed prefixes: Ki=210, Mi=220, etc.
6It should be noted that in [OS07] no mention is made of the work of Elias and Fano. Moreover, their bit

subdivision (using dlog.n=m/e lower bits) causes a larger space occupation.
7We have decreased the bound M in darray to reduce further space occupancy; we can do so with an

almost immaterial impact on performance due to the speed of broadword bit search.
8The authors of the latter paper, in spite of several communication attempts, did not provide code for

their structures.
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Size select9 Hinted bsearch simple darray Kim Clark
1 Ki 62.50% 37.50% 25.00% 67.19% 86.72% 544073.24%
16 Ki 56.25% 37.50% 14.45% 28.81% 72.80% 34074.85%
256 Ki 56.13% 37.23% 13.79% 27.73% 71.57% 2184.99%
4 Mi 56.12% 37.25% 13.78% 27.56% 71.67% 192.81%
64 Mi 56.12% 37.25% 13.78% 27.56% 71.67% 68.30%
1 Gi 56.13% 37.25% 13.78% 27.56% 71.67% 60.52%

Table 1: Percentage of space occupied by various select structures in a densely (50%) pop-
ulated bit array. Note that the percentage shown for select9 and hinted bsearch includes
25% for rank9. The preposterous values shown for Clark’s structure are due to the very large
lookup table.

also provide results about Jacobson’s [Jac89] classic rank implementation and Clark’s [Cla98]
select implementation.910

Looking at Table 2, rank9 is the clear winner among ranking methods. For completeness,
we provide results for a variant that trades broadword programming for population counting
(“pc”), a standard table-based technique used in [GGMN05] that turns out to be slower.11
The situation for select is more varied, and also Table 3 and 4 should be taken into account.
Essentially, simple turns out to be the fastest and more space efficient data structure on
evenly distributed arrays. If constant time is required in spite of adversarial distribution,
select9 is highly competitive if paired with rank9.

The results for selection on sparse arrays are reported in Table 5 and 6. Our imple-
mentation of the Elias–Fano representation provides support for very large (64-bit) arrays
while keeping the excellent space occupancy of sarray (for lack of space we cannot report
results on ranking, which are however in the same line). Among implementations requiring
the original bit array, select9 has excellent performance even on very large arrays. Its space
occupancy is also very competitive if it used in conjunction with rank9, albeit simple has
also very good timings, and the lowest space occupancy.

9 Conclusions
We have introduced some new ideas about the application of broadword programming [Knu07]
to bit-level manipulations typical of succinct static data structures. We have also presented
exhaustive experimentation that compares our results with approaches existing in the liter-
ature, providing also some new, effective ideas for testing. Beside achieving 64-bit size, we
can at the same time significantly improve (sometimes both) speed and space occupancy.

For densely populated arrays, rank9 and simple are generally the best structures, both in
term of time, space, and addressability. If a more robust performance guarantee is required,

9The code for the latter was kindly provided by the authors of [GGMN05].
10We wish to thank one of the anonymous referees for pointing us at a series of papers about practical

rank/select structures [GRRR06, DRR07]. Unfortunately, at the time of this writing the authors distribute
publicly just a few header files and two binary libraries for an unspecified operating system, without any
source code or documentation.

11It is interesting to remark that testing in isolation broadword programming vs. popcounting for ranking
or selecting in a word we obtained opposite results. This happens because when testing popcounting in
isolation the whole processor cache and branch-prediction unit are servicing a single, small loop.
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Size rank9 (25%) rank9 pc BitRankF (37:5%) Kim (37:5%) darray (25%) Jac. (> 66:85%)
1Ki 8.2 9.7 10.3 14.0 13.1 97.8
16Ki 8.1 9.8 10.3 14.0 13.0 97.6
256Ki 8.3 9.9 10.6 14.0 13.3 98.5
4Mi 16.5 19.4 25.7 25.0 24.3 123.5
64Mi 81.9 103.7 110.3 115.0 112.8 245.1
1Gi 121.1 141.1 165.4 166.0 164.6 393.3

Size select9 select9 pc Hinted bsearch simple BitRankF darray Kim Clark
1Ki 45.0 60.0 34.5 41.3 82.3 44.0 47.5 166.4
16Ki 45.3 63.2 37.8 35.8 103.4 44.0 48.2 179.8
256Ki 45.3 63.8 38.2 36.1 121.4 44.0 50.0 195.7
4Mi 58.8 76.6 49.6 42.6 144.4 56.0 98.4 223.0
64Mi 245.7 263.7 213.6 145.0 344.6 185.0 320.2 485.1
1Gi 367.5 383.1 316.5 230.2 978.2 323.0 557.5 599.1

Table 2: Nanoseconds per rank and select operations in densely populated (50%) bit arrays
of increasing size. The space usage of rank structures is shown on their label; the space
shown for Jacobson’s structure is for the 1Gi array (for smaller sizes, it grows significantly,
as it happens for Clark’s structure in Table 1: at size 264, it is still 37:5%; it becomes space-
competitive with rank9 beyond 2100 bits). As noted in [GGMN05], once out of the cache
access time increase linearly due to the memory-address resolution process.
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Size select9 Hinted bsearch simple BitRankF darray Kim Clark
1 Ki 45.2 36.2 38.2 71.0 44.0 47.4 247.6
16 Ki 51.3 45.5 120.5 102.0 148.0 47.9 122.4
256 Ki 33.8 51.6 20.7 121.0 52.0 48.0 158.9
4 Mi 35.0 62.6 28.1 143.9 34.0 73.9 341.1
64 Mi 161.3 224.3 101.7 343.9 119.0 295.1 301.8
1 Gi 209.7 366.5 144.8 988.4 195.0 510.9 434.9

Table 3: Nanoseconds per select operation in a densely (50%) populated bit array of increasing
size with uneven bit distribution: almost all bits in the first half are zeroes, and almost all
bits in the second half are ones. The “switch” effect typical of structures that change their
strategy depending on the density is very visible. Note the poor performance on large arrays
of methods based on binary search.

Size select9 Hinted bsearch simple darray Kim Clark
1 Ki 56.25% 37.50% 25.00% 67.19% 94.53% 544073.24%
16 Ki 56.25% 37.50% 14.45% 28.81% 83.06% 34074.85%
256 Ki 56.20% 37.38% 63.96% 40.25% 80.93% 2184.99%
4 Mi 56.19% 37.37% 45.17% 43.23% 80.80% 192.81%
64 Mi 56.19% 37.38% 45.95% 43.61% 80.76% 68.30%
1 Gi 56.19% 37.38% 45.94% 43.60% 80.77% 60.52%

Table 4: Percentage of space occupied by various select structures in a densely (50%) popu-
lated uneven bit array (see Table 3).
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Size Elias–Fano select9 simple BitRankF sarray Kim Clark
1 Ki 33.6 45.1 24.5 61.3 25.9 47.8 432.1
16 Ki 44.2 56.8 26.7 98.8 45.9 48.0 92.7
256 Ki 45.6 11.8 27.4 120.3 47.8 48.0 138.8
4 Mi 45.6 10.3 30.7 143.7 47.9 74.3 487.4
64 Mi 52.5 17.0 79.4 346.1 55.2 258.4 180.2
1 Gi 157.7 52.9 160.2 969.7 199.2 554.9 322.6

Table 5: Nanoseconds per select operation in bit arrays of increasing size with sparse (1%)
bit population.

Select Elias–Fano select9 simple sarray Kim Clark
1 Ki 84.77% 56.25% 25.00% 98.44% 45.31% 544073.24%
16 Ki 13.94% 50.39% 10.55% 15.33% 26.12% 34074.85%
256 Ki 9.45% 50.15% 9.01% 9.81% 22.65% 2184.99%
4 Mi 9.37% 50.13% 9.01% 9.64% 22.55% 192.81%
64 Mi 9.38% 50.13% 9.01% 9.64% 22.52% 68.30%
1 Gi 9.37% 50.13% 9.01% 9.63% 22.50% 60.52%

Table 6: Percentage of space occupied by various select structures in bit arrays of increasing
size with sparse (1%) bit population. Note that the percentage shown for select9 includes
25% for rank9. Elias–Fano and sarray do not require the original bit array (which con-
tributes an additional 100% to the other structures).
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select9 provide the fastest practical constant-time operations. For sparsely populated ar-
rays, the Elias–Fano representation of monotone sequences, supported by dense broadword
selection, provides good speed and nearly optimal space occupancy.

We wish to thank one of the anonymous referees for pointing us to Elias’s paper [Eli74],
which in turn led us to Fano’s memorandum [Fan71].
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